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ABSTRACT Corrosion under insulations is described as localized corrosion that forms because of moisture
penetration through the insulation materials or due to contaminants’ presence within the insulation mate-
rial. The traditional non-destructive inspection techniques operating at a low frequency require removing
insulation material to enable inspection, due to poor signal penetration. Several high-frequency inspection
techniques such as the microwave technique have shown successful inspection in detecting the defect under
insulations, without removing the insulations. However, the microwave technique faces several challenges
such as poor spatial imaging, large errors in terms of defect size and depth owing to stand-off distance
variations, optimal frequency point selection, and the presence of the outlier inmicrowavemeasurement data.
The microwave technique in conjunction with machine learning approaches has tremendous potential and
viability for assessing corrosion under insulation. This paper provides an in-depth review of non-destructive
techniques for assessing corrosion under insulation, as well as the possibility of using machine learning
approaches in microwave techniques in comparison to other conventional techniques.

INDEX TERMS Corrosion under insulation, machine learning-based technique, microwave non-destructive
testing.

I. INTRODUCTION
CorrosionUnder Insulation (CUI) is a severe defect in various
critical applications, especially in nuclear, marine, aerospace,
power generation, and oil and gas industries [1]–[6]. In these
industries, the corrosion is grown invisibly in the metal
substrate under insulation due to the intrinsic coating
imperfections, humidity, and water invasion that makes struc-
tural thinning [7]–[9]. This structure’s weakness can lead to
a catastrophic failure on asset integrity which has several
adverse consequences, including production losses, mainte-
nance cost, environmental pollution, and personnel risk in
terms of health and safety [10]–[12]. Therefore, an accurate
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and quick inspection for CUI detection is required to avoid
the aforementioned consequences and enhance the system’s
overall integrity.

Various inspection techniques are commonly used to detect
CUI. Among the CUI detection techniques, mass loss mea-
surement [13] is one of the simplest methods to inspect
the structure and detect the CUI. The mass loss measure-
ment is based on the weight variation between the defected
and defect-free specimens. The weight variation occurs due
to the CUI causing significant loss to the weight of the
defective structure. However, the mass loss approach can
not accurately evaluate the CUI due to no guarantee that
the loosed weight is because of the CUI or related to other
factors. Moreover, the mass loss inspection is costly and
time-consuming due to the cleaning process using alcohol
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and the required drying time, which is not practical in real-
world applications [13]. On the other hand, Non-Destructive
Testing (NDT)is a promising concept in real-world appli-
cations to detect, monitor, and obtain valuable information
about CUI severity. An NDT technique can evaluate material
integrity for surface or sub-surface defects or metallurgical
conditions without interfering in any way with the destruc-
tion of the material or its suitability for service [14]. In the
industrial sector, there are several types of conventional NDT
techniques that are routinely employed, such as Scanning
Kelvin Probe (SKP) [15], Giant Magneto Resistive (GMR)
[16], eddy current [17] and ultrasonic testing [13]. These
conventional techniques have their benefits and drawbacks in
terms of safety, expenditures, processing time, and efficiency
of the inspected materials. In terms of inspection efficiency,
the performance of the aforementioned NDT techniques is
degraded due to the field penetration limitation through the
dielectric insulations [18], [19].

Recently, microwave NDT has emerged as a promising
technique for corrosion detection under dielectric insula-
tions. The electromagnetic waves at a frequency range of
300 MHz – 300 GHz can penetrate the dielectric insulation
and interact properly with the metal surface [20]–[23]. The
variations in the reflected signals can reveal and evaluate the
CUI [22], [24], [25]. Compared to conventional NDT tech-
niques, microwave NDT can perform a non-contact scanning,
inexpensive one-side inspection, and it does not require a cou-
plant material or controlled environment to interact with the
inspected material. Although these advantages, microwave
NDT faces several challenges such as poor spatial imaging
due to the stand-off distance variations [26], [27], which
reduce the sensitivity of the corrosion detection and locat-
ing. Moreover, the nonlinear growth of microwave signal
attenuation due to the surface roughness degrades the corro-
sion level estimation accurately [28], [29]. These microwave
NDT challenges still exist because most of the utilized tech-
niques are based on simple signal processing, such as single
frequency point selection [30].

Nowadays, several studies have recommended machine
learning techniques to improve the inspection quality and reli-
ability of microwave NDT [27], [30]–[33]. Machine learn-
ing techniques have an outstanding performance in various
real-world applications such as biomedical [34]–[37], image
processing [38]–[40], and language processing [41]–[43].
Moreover, machine learning techniques have been success-
fully used with conventional NDT techniques for detecting
and evaluating various types of defects [44]–[46]. The perfor-
mance of conventional NDT techniques has been improved
significantly after utilizing suitable machine learning algo-
rithms for CUI detection [47]–[49]. However, minimal work
is conducted using microwave NDT based on machine learn-
ing techniques for CUI detection and evaluation [22], [26],
[50]. In this paper, the prospect of using machine learning-
basedmicrowaveNDT technique for CUI is comprehensively
reviewed. After presenting the introduction herein, Section 2
discusses the conventional NDT techniques, including their

FIGURE 1. X-ray radiography inspection setup.

advantages and disadvantages. Section 3 explains the uti-
lized microwave sensors in NDT applications by comparing
their processing techniques. Section 4 presents the stages
of microwave NDT for CUI detection based on machine
learning in terms of pre-processing, features extraction, and
classification modules.

II. CONVENTIONAL NDT TECHNIQUES
Various conventional NDT techniques are well established
in the industry, such as x-ray, thermography, eddy currents,
GiantMagneto Resistive (GMR) [16], ScanningKelvin Probe
(SKP) [15], eddy currents [17]. These techniques can be per-
formed on various structures in terms of conductive and non-
conductive materials to evaluate different types of defects
such as cracks, delamination, and debonding. However, CUI
detection and accurate severity evaluation are still challeng-
ing for these conventional techniques [5], [22], [51], [52],
as discussed in this section.

A. X-RAY INSPECTION
One of the radiography inspection methods for distinguishing
the distortion of permeating radiation in materials is the
X-ray inspection approach [22]. The X-rays technique uses
short wavelength electromagnetic radiation to photograph the
structure’s profile and determine the thickness of the sample
under test [53]. A detector measures the quantity of radia-
tion that goes through the sample being tested. Compared
to defect-free locations, voids and discontinuities change the
quantity of the received radiations at the detector, which
leads to highlighting the thickness variations in the inspected
specimen, as shown in Figure 1.

Compton X-ray backscattering approach is utilized in
epoxy-coated mild steel to identify and analyze the corrosion
undercoating [54]. The thickness variation of the specimen
under test is represented by the radiographic image and the
typical profile of grey values in the radiographic image.
The presence of thickness loss reveals the corrosion damage
in the specimen. The degree of corrosion of the test sample
is proven by the greyscale image created by scanning the
test sample in a stepwise motion. However, the quantitative
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FIGURE 2. Passive and active modes thermography inspection
technique [26].

information obtained from the grayscale of the detected cor-
rosion cannot estimate the corrosion level accurately. More-
over, performing X-ray inspection requires protection due to
the long exposure to X-ray radiation leads to health and safety
implications [55].

Employing machine learning in X-ray inspection approach
is feasible to accurately detect and cluster the corro-
sion and corrosion-free regions. Linear Discriminant Algo-
rithm (LDA) is used in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
technique for classifying the defect area of copper cylinder
coated with epoxy resin [56]. LDA is a common preprocess-
ing approach for dimensionality reduction to find a linear
projection of high-dimensional observations into a lower-
dimensional space [57]. In addition, LDA can define optimal
linear decision boundaries in the resulting latent space for
pattern classification applications [58]. The study presents
81.6 % accuracy in discriminating between the corrosion and
corrosion-free regions in the copper undercoating.

B. THERMOGRAPHY INSPECTION
The thermography inspection approach can eliminate the
health and safety issues due to radioactive sources. This
approach is another NDT technique for observing the tem-
perature distribution of the Sample Under Test (SUT) [59].
The temperature distribution is captured using an infrared
camera that sensitive to small thermal variations. Thermog-
raphy inspection techniques are classified into passive and
active thermography, as shown in Figure 2 [26]. The passive
thermography analysis is performed under the two mediums
in thermal disequilibrium, while the active thermography is
performed bymodifying the temperature of themedium using
artificial heat sources such as a lamp, laser, and ultrasonic.
The shape of the defects is detected as different temperature
distributions compared to the non-defect area.

An active thermography inspection approach with a heat
chamber is used in the metal shingles to detect and ana-
lyze the corrosion without removing the coating layer [60].
This technique is applied to inspect metal with the coated
paint layer. The thermal contrast is recorded and analyzed by
the Maximum Normalized Temperature Difference (MNTD)

analysis. The MNTD analysis aims to obtain the temperature
difference between the corroded and non-corroded regions.
The finding shows that the thermal contrast changes with the
presence of corrosion. This technique is a non-contact inspec-
tion technique. It is possible to track high temperatures and
hazardous objects safely [61]. However, the thermal contrast
between the corroded and non-corroded areas is influenced
by the type of coatings.

In terms of active thermography, Pulsed Thermogra-
phy (PT) is less influenced by the type of coatings. The PT
technique is a rapid NDT technique for heating the surface
of SUT using a high-intensity pulse of light [62]. This tech-
nique is applied to inspect epoxy coating with ceramic flakes
[63]. A sequence of thermograms is obtained and used to
inspect the corrosion undercoatings. The study presents that
all the CUIs with different coatings are detected. In addition,
the changes in thermal contrast between the defects in either
the coating layer or metal layer present a significant success.
However, there are no significant changes in the thermal
contrast between flat and conical bottom holes. Hence, the
PT technique cannot significantly determine the form of the
CUI and, worse yet, the CUI depth. Moreover, thermography
NDTprovides less quantitative information about sub-surface
defects in the case of thick insulation layers [30].

Grosso et al. [63] deploy the Finite Element Model (FEM)
for the post-processing of the defect identification in this
study to determine the shape of the CUI [63]. FEM is a
computation approach that has been used to find approxi-
mate solutions to differential equations [64], [65]. The FEM
subdivides a large system into smaller, simpler parts called
finite elements. The FEM model aids in determining the
diameter of the defects in this investigation since the diameter
of the defects impacts the temperature value presented as
well as thermal contrast. The thermal contrast between flat
and conical bottom hole defects is effectively shown using
the FEM model. This research also shows a good correlation
between the experimental and simulated data. On the other
hand, the FEM model is unable to classify the defects as it is
not a clustering algorithm.

Machine learning algorithms have been employed in the
infrared thermography approach to classify defects. A Per-
ceptron Neural Network (PNN) model is hybridized with the
pulsed infrared thermography approach for classifying the
corrosion and corrosion-free regions in the aluminum with
fiberglass coating automatically [55]. PNN is a feed-forward
neural network used to learn and classify the input vectors
into the class with the most similar characteristics [66]–[68].
The PNN model succeeds in yielding 94 % corrosion
classification. However, owing to heat dispersion from the
surrounding defects, there are still inaccuracies in the clas-
sifications of non-defect zones. The edges of the corrosion
are also incorrectly characterized. In addition, to train well-
performing models, the PNNmodel necessitates a large num-
ber of training samples.

In order to reduce the detection error rate using significant
contrast, CNN is employed with thermography inspection
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FIGURE 3. The principle of eddy current [26].

to classify the defect and non-defect area in Carbon Fiber
Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) sample [69]. The thermog-
raphy inspection result can be distinguished depending on
the temperature variation between the defect and defect-
free components. The results illustrate that the CNN model
improves defect identification by generating a clearer contrast
between the defect and defect-free areas. Additionally, the
CNN model is more resilient to thermal signal distortions,
which are ambient noise and non-uniform heating. However,
the CNN model requires a massive training sample to train a
relatively accurate model.

C. EDDY CURRENT TESTING
Eddy Current Testing (ECT) technique can provide quan-
titative information such as the depth of CUI. The ECT
approach is commonly used for inspecting the conductive
materials in heavy industries to detect surface and subsurface
defects [70], [71]. A primary transmitter coil is used in the
ECT probe to establish magnetism surrounding the inspected
metallic location, as shown in Figure 3 [26]. As a result,
eddy currents are induced on the metallic specimen. The eddy
currents generate a secondary magnetism that is polarized in
the opposite direction as the source field [72]. In the case of
defect presence, eddy currents become weak and influence
the secondary magnetic field [73]. The difference in the
magnetism is measured using a coil or a magnetic sensor to
differentiate between the defect and defect-free locations.

In terms of CUI, the method concept in [74] has employed
ECT to predict the level of corrosion in insulated steel plates.
The amplitude of obtained signals is normalized and used to
represent the level of corrosion. The CUI is clearly observed
due to the linear correlation between the level of CUI and
normalized signals’ amplitude. However, a pre-knowledge is
required to select the efficient parameters that can effectively
represent CUI [75]. Moreover, the ECT is sensitive to lift-off
variations between the probe and the inspected surface, which
degrades the depth penetration [76], [77].

Pulsed Eddy Current (PEC) technique is proposed to
enhance the penetration of Eddy current [72]. The pulsed

magnetic field used can penetrate between the probe and
Sample Under Test (SUT) via any non-magnetic substances.
It improves the penetration depth of CUI inspection for dif-
ferent depths by applying a single pulse [72]. PEC is used to
examine the presence of CUI in the gas pipeline [78], [79].
In this case, the signal amplitude represents the depth of the
corrosion. The study shows that conventional EC testing can
predict the depth of CUI, but PEC can enhance the penetration
depth of the magnetic field. However, there is a limitation on
the lift-off distance for the measurement, which affects the
accuracy of the measurement. The PEC technique needs to be
carried out themeasurement in the Lift-Off Intersection (LOI)
area to eliminate the lift-off distance effect.

Leveraging the PEC technique, a supervised machine
learning algorithm has evolved to improve the measurement
accuracy of a predicted thickness of the sample [80]. This
work employs Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) model to
predict the wall loss in coated carbon steel sample, which
illustrates the corrosion under insulation. GPR model is a
non-parametric, Bayesian approach to modeling the uncer-
tainty of the prediction [81], [82]. GPR model calculates the
probability distribution over all functions that fit the data [83],
[84]. The experimental result with the GPR model achieves
lower nominal errors and error variances. This framework
also improves the scanning speed and reduces the inspection
time of the sample. However, larger datasets increase the
evaluation time of the sample. In addition, the accuracy of
the prediction decreases.

D. GIANT MAGNETO RESISTIVE
GiantMagneto Resistive (GMR) is usually used to inspect the
surface and subsurface defects in conductive and magnetic
materials [85]. GMR employs a ferromagnetic layer in which
the electron orientation is easily manipulated by applying an
external magnetic field [86]. In NDT, the GMR sensor is usu-
ally implemented as amagnetic receiver in the ECT technique
to increase the sensitivity of small defect detections [87],
[88]. The magnetic moment of GMR sensor ferromagnetic
layers is aligned with the secondary magnetic field generated
by eddy currents, which overcomes antiferromagnetic cou-
pling [89]. As a result, the resistance to current is low. In the
presence of CUI, the secondary magnetic field established by
eddy currents becomes weak. The magnetic moment of both
GMR ferromagnetic layers is in the opposite direction owing
to antiferromagnetic coupling, resulting in high resistance.
GMR sensor can directly measure the magnetic field changes
[87]. Figure 4 depicts the mechanism of the GMR sensor with
an external magnetic field.

Eddy current array technology is presented to improve the
penetration of Eddy current. It uses a very low-frequency
eddy current with GMR sensing elements to illustrate CUI
of thick aluminum weather jacketing pipes with quicker and
high-resolution images [73]. By changing the eddy current to
a very low operating frequency, the sensor arrays can cover
more expansive areas while maintaining the traditional eddy
current testing technique’s advantages. The study shows that
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FIGURE 4. Mechanism of GMR sensor with an external magnetic field.

the magnetic fields from a larger spatial wavelength sensor
penetrate further into the SUT at low frequency. By using
the magneto resistive sense element mounted on a sensor,
the sensitivity and speed of measurement of the scanner
increased. In this case, a C-scan image is used to inspect the
corrosion under coatings of the inspected pipelines. The eddy
current sensor array with magneto resistive sensing elements
presents a big success in inspecting the CUI. The sensor
succeeds in inspecting the diameter of the area of corrosion
under coatings. However, manually shifting the sensor is a
must for wide scanning areas. In addition, the size and weight
of this sensor is the limitation for hand-carry.

The use of supervised machine learning in the eddy cur-
rents with the GMR method has improved the accuracy of
corrosion and corrosion-free regions classification [88], [90].
The study utilizes Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve
Bayes, logistic regression and random forests to classify
the CUI and CUI-free areas to examine the corrosion in
the coated cast-iron pipeline [90]. The research presents an
excellent classification result of corrosion and non-corrosion
zones, with the SVM classifier achieving the best clas-
sification. 90 % classification accuracy is obtained using
the SVM algorithm. However, supervised machine learning
approaches need a huge amount of training sets in order to
construct a more accurate model.

E. SCANNING KELVIN PROBE
In terms of Scanning Kelvin Probe (SKP), it is commonly
employed to determine the coating failure of poorly con-
ductive materials instead of conductive materials by measur-
ing the work function or Volta Contact Potential Difference
(VCPD) of the material [91], [92]. SKP utilizes a Kelvin probe
near the surface of the specimen to form a capacitor, as shown
in Figure 5 [9].

The contact potential is generated between the surface of
the Kelvin probe and the sample. The VCPD between the
conductive vibrating tip and sample is brought into equilib-
rium [93]. In the case of CUI presence, the differences in
VCPD occur and the probe’s vibration induces Alternating
Current (AC). The induced AC is measured at the resistor,
RIN, to obtain the value of VCPD [24]. The corrosion potential
of the sample interface impacts and varies linearly to the
VCPD [95].
The atmospheric corrosion of epoxy resin-coated galva-

nized steel is studied using the method concept in [91].

FIGURE 5. Scanning kelvin probe (SKP) technique.

The VCPD surface distribution is obtained and plotted to
measure the corrosion potential. The regularity of the VCPD
distribution is affected when CUI is present. SKP presents
a useful method for accessing the spatial separation of the
electrochemical reactions at the interface of the defect and
the surrounding metal or paints in this study. However, the
defect obtains a more positive potential profile value com-
pared to the topography of the same area. The accuracy of
the inspection of CUI depth is low.

SKP method is proposed in a different way to enhance the
potential profile value of SKP [96]. It is applied in epoxy-
coated carbon steel to illustrate the uniformity of the CUI. The
Variation Coefficient (VC) of the VCPD is used to eliminate
the issue of positive potential value. The VC is the deviation
of the average VCPD from the mean values of each sample.
The VC at various exposure times is used to illustrate the
variations over the sample graph. It can be concluded that the
lower the VC value, the more uniform the CUI. Hence, SKP
succeeds in detecting CUI. However, the capacitance between
the probe and conductive substrate may differ as the coated
steel is exposed to the corrosive aqueous medium. The VCPD
is therefore affected.

The SKP approach employs unsupervised machine learn-
ing to classify the corrosion and corrosion-free areas. The
k-means clustering algorithm is employed to categorize the
corrosion under the insulation of coated low-carbon steel
[97]. The k-means algorithm clusters the corrosion under
insulation based on the surface potential of the sample
obtained using the SKP technique. The study presents a
k-means clustering algorithm managed to classify the cor-
rosion and non-corrosion zones. However, the clustering
images appear noisy. In addition, some of the regions are
improperly clustered. This is because of the local signal
fluctuations in the detected surface potential.

F. ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
Ultrasonic Testing (UT) is utilized to enhance the inspection
of CUI depth. UT is often employed in sound conducting
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FIGURE 6. Ultrasonic inspection [94].

materials to examine internal corrosion [98]. UT employs an
ultrasonic transducer to induce ultrasound waves toward the
Sample Under Test (SUT) [94], [99], as shown in Figure 6.
The Time Of Flight (TOF) of ultrasonic reflected waves is
used to calculate the metal losses of the internal and external
surfaces [100]. Hence, it is usually used for thickness mea-
surement and corrosion monitoring.

Ultrasonic testing with the CNN model is introduced in
stainless steel specimens to image the defects at the bending
part of the pipe [101]. CNN is a deep learning algorithm
that can compile the retrieved reduced characteristics into a
high-level depiction [102]. CNN is also capable of analyzing
an input image, determining the significance of different
attributes and distinguishing between them [103]. An auto-
mated system based on damage detection of pipe bend is
achieved. The results prove that a normalized rate of detection
of 89 % is obtained. The misdiagnosis defects are due to no
discernible difference in color or juxtaposition between the
subject and the surrounding. However, conventional ultra-
sonic testing suffers from weak wave reflection from a thin
metal substrate coated with a thick coating.

Compared to conventional ultrasonic inspection, Phased
Array Ultrasonic Testing (PAUT) uses multiple elements to
induce and receive ultrasound pulses in a single transducer for
surface and near-surface inspection [104]. This transducer
can scan, steer and focus the beam at different angles over
the inspected material [105]. The received signals obtained
by the multiple elements are summed together and recorded
for further analysis. The PAUT commonly employs C-scan to
illustrate the inspected sample in 2D images. PAUT inspec-
tion is faster and able to cover a larger area compared to
conventional ultrasonic inspection [106].

In terms of corrosion detection, Phased Array Ultrasonic
Testing (PAUT) is used to detect the corrosion-under-paint in
a carbon steel substrate [104]. C-scan is employed to image
the corrosion undercoating of the sample. The corrosion
under 1 mm paint thickness is successfully identified and
located. However, the boundaries of the detected corrosion
are not clear enough to accurately measure the defect size.
This is due to the non-smooth corroded surface of the speci-
men, making the defect size assessment challenge. Moreover,
the conventional PAUT requires gel or water as couplant to
inspect a specimen surface which is insatiable for a specimen
that cannot be immersed.

Machine learning is also being emerged in the PAUT
inspection to detect the presence of defects precisely. In order
to identify the corrosion in the coated aluminum block,

a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is trained and
employed [107]. CNN model learns the characteristics of the
representations from data and delivers a data output based on
previous knowledge [108], [109]. According to the findings,
the CNN model can identify all of the corrosion zones with
additional training using a small amount of experimental data.
However, the CNN model requires a massive training sample
to train a relatively accurate model.

Table 1 summarizes an evaluation of numerous conven-
tional NDT techniques. The conventional NDT techniques
detect the CUI with low accuracy. The emergence of machine
learning approaches in conventional NDT techniques helps
in identifying and distinguishing the CUI and CUI-free areas
with higher precision. In addition, the inspection time is
reduced.

In inspecting CUI, the main limitation of the aforemen-
tioned techniques is the field penetration through the coating
layer, as shown in Table 1. The coating layer changes the
standoff distance between the sensor and the metal substrate,
making deep field evaluation a challenge, especially in com-
posite coatings [110]. Althoughmachine learning approaches
have improved the inspection quality of the aforementioned
techniques, an alternative NDT technique is required to han-
dle the field penetration limitation of the conventional NDT
techniques for further improving the CUI evaluation.

III. MICROWAVE NDT
Compared to the conventional NDT, microwave NDT is a
powerful technique for inspecting the under-coating defect
such as CUI. Electromagnetic waves at electromagnetic
frequencies (300 MHz- 300 GHz) can deeply penetrate
the composite insulation and are sensitive to the thick-
ness changes in the surface of the metal substrate [26],
[111], [112]. The microwave NDT technique provides sev-
eral advantages, such as non-contact inspection, and does
not need a couplant for the signal transmission into the
sample under test [113]–[116]. The microwave NDT tech-
nique has prompted the search approach for inspecting the
defects within and under the composite materials. Microwave
impulses, unlike ultrasonic waves, can propagate through the
composite structures’ insulation and interface with underly-
ing structural materials [18]. In microwave NDT, the mag-
nitude and phase of the transmitted and/or reflected waves
are commonly used to evaluate the Sample Under Test
(SUT) [117].

Among microwave waveguides, an Open-Ended Rectan-
gular Waveguide (OERW) is frequently employed to inspect
metal surfaces coated with dielectric and composite materi-
als. Hence, OERW is usually used to examine the defects
such as delamination, crack, and CUI. The OERW induces
the microwave signal towards the SUT. The shift in reso-
nant frequency, magnitude and phase of the reflection coef-
ficient of the microwave signal is used to image the defects.
A sweeping frequency is in the microwave NDT techniques
presented in [24]. The OERW probe is operated in K-band
to evaluate the coated atmospheric corrosion on mild steel.
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TABLE 1. Comparison summary of various conventional NDT techniques.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Comparison summary of various conventional NDT techniques.

FIGURE 7. Experimental setup of horn antenna microwave NDT
technique [59].

The 2D vision is constructed using the average magnitude
and phase of the reflection coefficient. In this case, average
magnitude offers a more accurate depiction of CUI detection
as the phase has been influenced by the surface’s roughness
and is more sensitive to lift-off distance. Moreover, OERW
provides high-resolution, non-contact and intuitive images.
It has the advantage of short processing time compared to the
conventional NDT techniques. However, relatively high-cost
microwave equipment is the drawback. Hence, this proposed
technique has shown the potential for inspecting, imaging and
monitoring CUI.

A horn antenna is another microwave sensor that provides
high gain and wide bandwidth for varying frequencies [59].
It is often used to inspect metal sheets coated with dielectric
and insulation for delamination, crack, and CUI. The horn
antenna transmits and receives the microwave signals to or
from the SUT. Similar to the OERW, the alteration in resonant
frequency as well as themagnitude and phase of the reflection
coefficient of the microwave signals to image the defects.

A pyramidal horn antenna with a rectangular waveguide
is used as the microwave sensor to inspect the CUI in steel
plate with paint coatings [59]. Pyramidal horn antennas are

typically fed by rectangular waveguides and flared in electric
fields and magnetic fields to ensure that both fields are sim-
ilar. Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar
transmits an electromagnetic signal but does not continuously
sweep the frequency. Figure 7 illustrates the experimental
setup. The 2D image is obtained at the waveguide aperture by
using the phase difference between the sent and received sig-
nals. In the presence of CUI, the phase of the signal responses
is changed. The significant signal changes to signify the
corrosion area are due to the corrosion’s permittivity change.
The phase shift is capable of illustrating the depth of CUI. The
ability tomove the sensor with respect to the sample surface is
another advantage over conventional NDT techniques. How-
ever, some phase shifts and variations in amplitude among the
healthy data are due to the aluminum flakes in the paint and
the poor coating application. In addition, it will be better if
the sensor can focus the beam at a more concentrated angle,
allowing much smaller corrosion to be detected.

There has been substantial research and development using
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) for examining the
CUI. RFID is used to inspect the steel corrosion sensing
and characterization under insulation. RFID utilizes radio
frequency to transfer power and data between a reader and
a tag [94]. The reflected signals from the SUT are measured
to image the defects. RFID sensors are classified into passive
and active sensors. The reader’s signal supplies power to the
passive RFID sensors. In contrast, the signals transmitted by
active RFID sensors are powered by themselves and capable
of delivering a more readability range than passive RFID
sensors [118].

A chipless RFID sensor is applied to monitor the pipeline
coating by detecting the concentration of salty water ingress
in the pipeline coating [119]. The data of S21 (transmis-
sion coefficient) is measured using Vector Network Analyser
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(VNA). The amplitudes of the measured S21 are plotted to
illustrate the variations over 2D imaging using various salty
water ingress concentrations. Thus, the finding presents that
the detection of the concentration of water salinity level can
act as an early prediction for CUI. The CUI can be precisely
estimated compared to the IRT technique by the water salinity
level with the simple detection of water presence. However,
the challenges such as tag localization, read range extension
and tag detection are required to be overcomed so that it can
be widely deployed.

Furthermore, Spiral Ring Resonator (SRR) is one of the
MNDT techniques commonly used to inspect the coating
defects such as liquid ingress or air breach wirelessly. SRR
generates a high-isolation band-stop filter frequency. In the
case of defect presence, the resonant frequency is relocated
in accordance with the degree of the damage. A 55-element
array of exactly similar and symmetrical Rectangular Spiral
Ring Resonators (RSRR) coupled with a transmission line is
employed to detect the water ingress in the insulation layer for
the early prediction of CUI [120]. The data of measured S21
is measured using VNA. The 2D image is obtained using the
amplitudes of the measured S21. The study demonstrates that
the shifting of the resonant frequency represents the amount
of water ingress. The amount of water can be identified by
using this technique compared to the IRT technique. The
RSRR sensors are low profile, tunability and small size com-
pared to other microwave sensors. However, the separation
between the array members and the number of elements
in the array should be investigated to optimize the sensor’s
performance.

In addition, Guided Microwave Testing (GMT) is fre-
quently used to analyze a significant proportion of the
pipeline. GMT employs the cladding and insulated pipeline
as a coaxial waveguide to promote the propagation of elec-
tromagnetic waves. In the defect presence, the impedance
discontinuities occur in the waveguide, causing the reflec-
tion of the incident microwave signal. Hence, the defects
are detected and located. GMT is applied to detect the wet
insulation in insulated galvanized steel ducting pipes [121].
The amplitude of the reflection coefficient of the signal is
used to represent the level of water ingress. 2D image is
obtained utilizing the amplitudes coefficient. The finding
presents that the sensor shows high sensitivity towards the
volume ofwater. Compared to other techniques, GMT ismore
suitable to apply in long-range inspection for the pipeline.
However, the water not only grows in one direction, and it is
hard to predict the water path. Hence, more attempts should
be made to model the realistic scenario of the growth of water
in the insulation layer. Besides, replacing the foam block
with composite materials are necessary to obtain an accurate
result.

Microwave NDT techniques are superior compared to
conventional NDT techniques in terms of field penetra-
tion through the insulation, short processing time and high-
resolution images. Non-contact is one of microwave NDT’s
advantages as the UT technique requires a coupling medium.

Compared to conventional NDT techniques, the CUI depth
can be indicated by phase shift and moving the sensor over
the sample surface using microwave NDT. In addition, con-
ventional NDT techniques can only detect the water presence,
whereas microwave NDT techniques can detect the volume
of water presence. This technique possesses the capability to
increase the precision of early CUI detection.

Table 2 summarizes an evaluation of numerous con-
ventional microwave NDT approaches. Among all the
microwave sensors discussed, OERW operated in K-band
shows an outstanding result in detecting CUI by using multi-
ple operating frequencies. Short processing time is an advan-
tage for OERW as it can produce high-resolution images
simultaneously. However, the entire corrosion area is chal-
lenging to get since the thickness of the corroded area is very
thin. It requires high-cost microwave equipment to operate.
Besides that, as a result of stand-off deviations and the appro-
priate frequency range to be chosen, the output of OERW is
degraded [122]. Therefore, to attain the best possible image
resolution and assessment reliability for CUI, the outliers and
noise must be removed by signal processing approaches.

IV. MICROWAVE NDT-BASED MACHINE LEARNING
Conventional NDT techniques still face some limitations,
such as poor spatial imaging, field penetration limitation, and
blurred defects shape, which reduce the quality of inspection
of CUI. The recent research field is particularly reliable on
the developments of NDT automation. This minimizes the
dependence on the operators’ understanding and expertise.
Thus, signal processing with machine learning classifiers is
employed in NDT techniques to enhance the reliability of the
inspection of CUI. Moreover, it can improve the prediction
rate of the CUI level.

NDT technique based on the Machine Learning (ML)
approaches commonly passes via three stages: pre-
processing, feature extraction, and classification [123]. In the
pre-processing stage, a set of steps are executed prior to data
analysis which aims to refine and eliminate unnecessary data
to minimize the analysis errors. On the other hand, the feature
extraction stage aims to obtain several informative features
from a large set of data for better data interpretation. In terms
of the classification stage, the extracted features are classified
using a machine learning classifier to group similar data into
several classes, such as defect and defect-free.Machine learn-
ing clearly shows remarkable improvement in simulation and
data processing. ML-based models have demonstrated a good
forecast precision and strong ability for fitting analysis. ML is
used for configuration simplification, structure supposition,
fault performance assessment, experimental development
over recent years, and materials science [127]. TheML-based
models used in CUI are to detect, image, and evaluate the
severity of CUI or compute the CUI defect depth growth rates
and estimate the failure probability. In the following sub-
sections, various algorithms that are commonly used in the
three stages are discussed.
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TABLE 2. Relative overview of the conventional microwave NDT approaches.

A. PRE-PROCESSING
In this section, only well-known pre-processing techniques
are discussed as an example for the signal processing stage,
such as Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Hilbert Trans-
form (HT), and Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD).
DWT is a discretized Wavelet Transform (WT) for identify-
ing and removing the electrical noise from the signals [128].
WT splits a stream of data into numerous levels reflecting
distinct bandwidths [30], [129]. The position of the WT at
each scale determines the electrical noise. A threshold is
defined with the noise information. The noise is removed
effectively by eliminating the threshold value below the
threshold. In detecting the miniatured delamination in the
coated Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC), the DWT technique
is used to filter out background noise from the signal obtained
using a dual-ridges OERW [124]. The DWT is applied in con-
junction with the intensity analysis of the signal to predict the
delamination’s depth. By applying the DWT signal denoise,
the estimation of the defect depth is significantly accurate.
However, the number of scales of signal decomposed needs
to select appropriately so that the information of the signal is
preserved.

HT is a technique used to obtain the instantaneous fre-
quencies and amplitude for the non-stationary signal [130].
A signal is decomposed into Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF)
using the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), which is a
finite set of intrinsic components. The HT is applied to each
IMFs to obtain the features of instantaneous frequencies and
amplitude of the signal. The features are presented in time-
frequency representation (Hilbert spectrum) for each IMF.
In detecting the crack in the stainless steel pipe, the HT
approach is used to decompose the signals obtained using the

microwave guided wave technique [125]. The HT is applied
to the IMFs for the detection of defects. The results present a
high accuracy in defect detection as the noises and irrelevant
signals are reduced. However, there are still some outliers in
the interpretations. Besides, the application of EMD to break
the beam down into IMFs causes the mode mixing problem
for the signal.

Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD) technique can
eradicate the mode mingling issue of EMD in decomposition
by adopting the Alternate Direction Method Of Multipli-
ers (ADMM) approach [126]. The VMD technique demon-
strates its supremacy for predicting crude oil, wind velocity
and image processing [131], [132]. VMD is a technique used
to define a signal set of Variational Mode Functions (VMFs)
and disintegrate the signal’s fundamental modes around their
respective predicted center frequencies. In other words, it can
reduce the frequency overlapping among different intrinsic
modes and signal complexity. In detecting the defects in the
wind turbine gearbox and bearing, the vibration signal is split
using the VMD technique [126]. The results demonstrate
that VMD’s reconstructed signals show significant results in
defects’ information. However, themode number of theVMD
technique needs to be pre-determined to avoid over and under
decomposition problems.

A comparison between several preprocessing techniques is
provided in Table 3. All the above-mentioned preprocessing
techniques help to estimate defect detection more accurately.
The HT and VMD techniques are suggested to combine since
both of the techniques are working on the vibrating signals.
In addition, the VMD technique can minimize the issue of
modemixing in the EMD technique. The VMD technique can
replace the EMD technique to decompose signals into VMFs.
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TABLE 3. Comparison summary of preprocessing techniques.

Then, to acquire the features of instantaneous frequencies
and amplitude of the signal, the HT approach is adopted for
the VMFs. This can further increase the accuracy of defect
detection.

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is a process to reduce data dimensionality
to more manageable sets for data analysis [133]. In feature
extraction, a selection process aims to obtain the domi-
nant information and remove the redundant raw data fac-
tors. These redundant features reduce the predictive model’s
precision and agility, causing a significant impact on the
model’s analytical precision and implementation efficiency.
In microwave NDT, the frequency sweeping generates a
high dimensionality feature vector. This high dimensionality
of the features increases the processing time and computa-
tional complexity of machine learning algorithms. Therefore,
Partial Least Squares (PLS), Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) are
discussed in this section due to performing feature extraction
and dimensionality reduction simultaneously.

PLS algorithm is one of the famous approaches to imple-
menting feature extraction. PLS is a multivariate linear
approach for analyzing the relations between two groups of
variables which are dependent and independent [134]. The
independent variables (predictors) scales, which reflect their
linear combinations, are reduced to several Latent Variables
(LVs). LVs eliminate the model’s complexity by allocating
X-space variables with no relationship to Y-space variables
with low weights, lowering model overfit possibilities and
increasing interpretability. To facilitate this, the orthogonal
score PLS, referred to as the Non-Linear Estimation By Iter-
ative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS) algorithm, boosts both
the disparity and the regression with the response variables
inside the predictors themselves. PLS can be implemented
in regression, classification, variable selection, and survival
analysis.

Ser. et al. [135] suggest the forecast of anti-corrosion
performance, employing the Genetic Algorithm-Partial Least
Square (GA-PLS) approach. The authors optimize the

quantity of LVs utilized in the concept. They find out that
three LVs exhibit the lowest Percentage Root Mean Square
Error Of Cross-Validation (%RMSECV). The forecast of
the GA-PLS model can be seen in the publication. From
the graph, the authors conclude that the GA-PLS model is
fairly successful, with some of the points not well scattered
along with the parameters determined. Thus, the GA-PLS
model reveals that the correlations between the quantum
chemical factors and inhibitor performance are not effectively
captured.

PCA algorithm is one of the methods used to perform
feature extraction. PCA is commonly used to reduce high-
dimensional data to low-dimensional data [136]. It substitutes
a smaller number of uncorrelated principal components for a
large number of original interrelated variables while retaining
the information in the data set of original variables. PCA is
well-known for identifying analytical patterns with massive
data volumes [137]. Besides that, PCA is a uniform conver-
sion of data into a new reference frame to position the axis
with the greatest variance becoming the primary significant
element and the following largest part as the second principal
component when the data is mapped to one axis.

Ali et al. [138] propose a Supervised-PCA (SPCA) tech-
nique in their paper to image the CUI in metallic structures.
The authors show the SPCA 2D visualization in their paper.
SPCA technique is used to project the explicative variables
according to the direction of the response variables. PCA
maps the periodicity points to 15 dominant components in
lower frequency. SPCA is applied to the training and test
data sets. An outstanding result is obtained in this paper. The
SPCA succeeds in extracting and differentiating the infor-
mation with corrosion and without corrosion. Then, the ML
algorithm is applied to classify the inspected locations into
corrosion and corrosion-free over a 2D spatial image. This
shows good applicability of undetected flaws in terms of fault
pattern classification and sharp lateral resolutions. However,
the lower frequency characteristics do not correlate to the
sweeping frequencies as the disappearance of initial data.

NMF algorithm is implemented for feature extraction
in dimension reduction [139]. The NMF algorithm is a
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collection of algorithms for multivariate analysis and linear
algebra. A low-rank matrix approximation is used by NMF to
approximate a matrix [140]. In other words, when the orig-
inal high-dimensional data matrix is recreated using solely
additive linear combinations, it is transformed into a data
representation based on parts [141], [142]. NMF is a typical
technique for segregating spatial frequency characteristics
blindly into defect and defect-free regions.

The smooth Itakura-Saito NMF (S-ISNMF) algorithm is
suggested by Gao et al. [143] for the detection of CUI in
a coated steel pipeline using an X-band OERW approach.
S-ISNMF algorithm is used for the purpose of analyzing the
frequency spectrum characteristics of the reflected signals
between defect and defect-free areas. Location and shape esti-
mation of the CUI are both effectively accomplished using the
S-ISNMF algorithm. The smoothness parameter contributed
to the improvement of the sensitivity of the microwave NDT
system while simultaneously reducing noise. The S-ISNMF
algorithm estimates the defects’ shape with 82.6 % accu-
racy. However, as a consequence of these varying beginning
optimization parameters, NMF yields a different estimated
outcome at each iteration of the program. [30]. Additionally,
when the spectral resolution is poor, NMF delivers the worst
results [144].

Table 4 shows the comparison between the PLS, PCA
and NMF algorithms. The PLS algorithm can be employed
with the genetic algorithm. The number of LVs used is opti-
mized by using GA-PLS. Besides that, it exhibits the lowest
%RMSECV. It is quite efficient for simple processes. For
PCA algorithm, it can be utilized to become a supervised-
PCA approach. It can project explicative variables according
to the direction of the response variables. It is successfully
extracted and differentiates the information with corrosion
and without corrosion. Supervised-PCA is very efficient for
simple processes. However, two approaches can be regarded
as low learning approaches with one hidden layer model
structure. They can be efficient for simple processes, but
their expressive capacity for complex structures can be inad-
equate [137]. For the NMF algorithm, it is very efficient for
CUI shape and location estimation as the NMF algorithm
successfully estimates the CUI shape with 82.6 % accuracy.
However, the NMF algorithm provides a different approxi-
mated result for each run time. Hence, the feature extraction
algorithm must collaborate with the feature classification
algorithm to obtain a better prediction result.

C. CLASSIFICATION STAGE
In the classification stage, a classifier algorithm is used to
split a set of observations into subset groups according to
their type. There are two categories for data classification:
Supervised Machine Learning (SML) algorithms and unsu-
pervised machine learning algorithms. Supervised learning
provides a function to map inputs to desired outputs [145].
Such approaches require prior status labeling in renowned
regimes (i.e., input data). Figure 8 illustrates the process of
SML. For unsupervised learning, it learns structure from the

FIGURE 8. Supervised machine learning (SML) process [145].

FIGURE 9. Typical artificial neural network architecture.

data without prior labeling. Unsupervised learning is useful
once the prior knowledge is not available or the sample size
is small [147].

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is one of the SML algo-
rithms. ANN model is an essential tool for addressing com-
plicated issues [148]. The imaginary network feeds informa-
tion from the information source to the initial level’s neural
neurons. The neurons convert the data into an impulse and
transmit the impulse to the neurons in the following tier as
an input. The precision with which the results were produced
improves as the neural network learns. The neural networks
make a decision based on prior learning and extrapolate from
them. Figure 9 demonstrates the architecture of a typical
ANN.

Analyses of the ANN ensemble are presented by Ali et al.
[149]. The authors adopt a waveguide sensor equipped with
split-ring resonators-based ANN to improve the defect detec-
tion accuracy. ANN and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
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TABLE 4. Comparison summary of the feature extraction approaches.

FIGURE 10. The architecture of ANFIS technique [146].

classifiers are integrated to create a hybrid AI model.
The combined model has a defect classification accuracy
of 99.62 %. Adaptive Neural Based Fuzzy Inference Sys-
tem (ANFIS) is used to enhance the prediction of corrosion
rate by lessening the dependency on data as ANFIS can
simulate the existing data while accounting for expertise’s
insights [150]. ANFIS is an adaptive system employing the
ANN and Fuzzy Logic (FL). The authors present the analysis
of the ANFIS model in CUI in their paper. Figure 10 shows
the architecture of the ANFIS technique with two sources,
one outcome and two criteria [146]. It can be employed
to evaluate the degree of CUI. This model shows a suc-
cessful result in predicting the corrosion rate as it is only
a 0.0005 Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) value. ANFIS
model enhances the corrosion rate prediction by taking into
account the all the input parameters for the cause of CUI, such
as insulation condition, type of insulation and environment.
Moreover, there is an additional benefit of the ability to
observe the level of degradation at each temperature. How-
ever, the parameters of the ANFIS model (center and spread
of each membership function) need to be pre-determined to
avoid prediction error.

Random Forests (RF) is used to predict and make a deci-
sion by dividing the original data randomly. RF is a super-
vised classification based on an ensemble learning approach.
RF works with the theory of establishing a multiplicity of
decision trees throughout the learning process, where each of

FIGURE 11. Workflow of the random forests (RF) algorithm.

them can produce a reaction if a new collection of elements
is presented while screening [151]. Breiman’s ‘‘bagging’’
and spontaneous partition of elements are combined in this
approach to create a regulated variance decision tree series.
Figure 11 presents the workflow of the RF algorithm. The
networks are randomly distributed via bootstrap clustering,
with every tree being built on a randomly chosen labeled
dataset and split classification.

Microwave NDT-based RF defect classification was pro-
posed by Pan et al. [152] in their publication. Microwave
ground penetrating radar is used in this research to detect
the defect. The RF algorithm is then employed to classify the
defects. Defects are classified with a precision of 98 % using
the RF algorithm. The RF algorithm, in addition, reduces the
amount of time required to complete the defect categorization
process. In order to identify additional defect mechanisms,
it is recommended that the learning library be expanded.

The supervised ML algorithms are efficient and powerful
as they can solve complex problems and provide high accu-
racy on the corrosion rate, size and depth of the inspected
area. However, SML algorithms require a pre-knowledge,
such as training sample labeling to learn before they pre-
dict the CUI with high precision. Compared to supervised
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TABLE 5. Comparison summary of the feature classification approaches.

approaches, unsupervised ML algorithms aid the analysis of
input data sources, assisting in generating empirical findings
from unlabeled inputs without the need for prior labeling.

K-means clustering algorithm is one of the basic unsuper-
vised learning algorithms employed to address the grouping
issue. The k-means algorithm splits the collected data into
k of clusters. The data within each cluster is quite similar
and different from other clusters. The k-means algorithm
is utilized once the data labeling is not provided for the
training set. Liao et al. [153] recommended the traditional
K-means technique in the Hue (H) component to identify
corrosion issues on the steel bridge coatings using digital
image identification. They observed that the conventional
K-means algorithm in the H portion is sufficient to detect rust
with the images with H% higher than 98%, known as group
A. The observation proves that K-means is very suitable for
image recognition and clustering algorithms.

The K-means clustering algorithm is used with a
microwave NDT technique to boost the image analysis
performance and flaw discovery in composite materials
[50]. The reflection coefficient of the microwave signals is
obtained fromGlass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) using
the OERW probe. Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
is employed to translate the reflection coefficients to the
time domain. Thereafter, the magnitude of the converted data
is clustered into two groups which are defect and defect-
free. The proposed technique significantly detects small-size
defects compared to several conventional microwave NDT
techniques. However, the extent of delamination is larger

than the actual one as the outlier presence in microwave
reflection coefficients. In addition, the k-means algorithm
assigns the objects exclusively to one cluster and fails to deal
with overlapping clusters [156].

It is possible to allocate objects to numerous groups
using the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering algorithm and
to cope with overlapping clusters [157]. The FCM algo-
rithm splits objects into clusters based on their greatest
similarities, whereas the least similar objects are divided
into distinct clusters [158]. Hoshyar et al. [154] proposed a
microwave NDT-based FCM clustering algorithm for defect
identification and visualization. The Open-EndedWaveguide
Antenna (OEWA) is used for defect detection in compos-
ite material-coated metal discs. The findings show that the
FCM algorithm is able to accurately identify and depict the
issue. The low-resolution microwave images are effectively
improved using FCM, allowing it to locate the defects’ loca-
tions. FCM, on the other hand, continues to make mistakes by
incorrectly classifying certain regions that are not defective
as defective zones. This is due to the fact that FCM is very
sensitive to outliers and noise.

Compared to FCM, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is
less influenced by the outliers. GMM is a stochastic frame-
work in which all information is taken from a collection of
Gaussian distribution with uncertain variables [155]. GMM
can be known as the outgrowth algorithm of K-means clus-
tering as GMM provides details about the mean and the
covariance, which defines a distribution’s ellipsoidal shape.
The expectation-maximization algorithm is used to suit the
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GMM by optimizing the probability estimates of distribution
parameters.

Table 5 presents the comparison ofmachine learning-based
microwave NDT techniques. The feature classification is
used to enhance the prediction of defect detection by mini-
mizing the prediction error of the prediction factor. It lessens
the dependency on the data. It is very suitable for image
recognition and clustering. The inspection quality in terms
of defect detection, classification, size, depth and shape is
further improved compared to the conventional techniques.
Moreover, the prospect of using ML algorithms that are used
with conventional NDT is also applicable to microwave NDT.
There are still more works to be done in researching the
ML-basedmicrowave NDT approach to addmore advantages
in inspecting CUI.

Based on our knowledge, there is no corrosion inspection
research has yet been done on this algorithm. GMM can offer
many advantages for the inspection of corrosion. GMM is
a very fast model with a runtime complexity. In addition,
GMM is possible for each cluster to describe the data point.
High-precision data collection, a high percentage of cluster
members, and various locations in the peak of field star and
cluster member distribution are, however, needed. With the
reliability of the membership determination and classifica-
tion, GMM will do well in the CUI inspection.

V. CONCLUSION
Conventional NDT techniques are incredibly essential in
industrial and service. These techniques can predict the CUI
earlier without removing the insulation layer before catas-
trophic damage occurs. The performance of the inspection of
CUI using conventional NDT techniques, which are profile
radiography, infrared thermography, scanning Kelvin Probe,
ultrasonic testing, and eddy current testing, is degraded as the
development of composite materials become the insulation
layer of the metal. This is because of the field penetra-
tion limitation of conventional NDT techniques in compos-
ite materials. In addition, the conventional NDT techniques
face the spatial figure with low sharpness and fuzzy defect
pattern challenges. Using the microwave NDT technique,
the microwave signals can penetrate the insulation layer and
detect the CUI. Moreover, the microwave NDT techniques
provide non-contact, operator-friendly processing, no cou-
plant and no complicated post-processing over conventional
NDT techniques. Thus, the trend of using microwave NDT
techniques has risen among researchers and in the indus-
tries. However, these great techniques are still facing some
challenges, such as stand-off deviations and appropriate
frequency points to be chosen, which will reduce the quality
of inspection of CUI.

Among all the microwave NDT techniques, rectangular
waveguides show better performance in the inspection of
CUI. The rectangular waveguide can perform on its own or
collaborate with other components. However, the detection of
the whole area of corrosion is still a limitation of rectangular
waveguides. This is because the researchers focus on enhanc-

ing the quality of sensors while lacking soft computing tech-
niques applied in microwave NDT techniques. The outliers
can be removed by soft computing approaches to improve the
accuracy of detected CUI.

Soft computing methods like signal processing and artifi-
cial intelligence-based machine learning can solve noise in
the signal and signal complexity. Therefore, the soft comput-
ing techniques can collaborate with microwave NDT tech-
niques to solve the limitations and achieve a positive result
for the inspection of CUI. As mentioned, materials inspection
using microwave NDT techniques might cause default-free
diffraction on the edges of the defect. By using the machine
learning technique, it is possible to identify the defect and
non-defect areas as it can solve complex and non-linear data.

In addition, AI-based machine learning techniques can be
used to detect and image the severity of the CUI. Besides
that, they can provide the prediction on the CUI and estimate
the remaining life of the material under test. Hence, early
preparation can be done by the industrial to repair or change
the materials under test. The application of deep learning
in microwave NDT techniques can also build an automated
mechanism for enhancing the effectiveness and control of
products during manufacturing and operation.
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